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On the Catalyst-free Fabrication of
Carbon Nanotubes
and
Graphene
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Outline �
• Introduction/Motivation
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CVD growth of Carbon Nanotubes �

Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes �
Single-walled Carbon Nanotubes �
• Catalyst-free

growth of graphene

Current driven reactions
Electron irradiation driven reactions

Introduction �
[S. Iijima, Nature 354, 56 (1991)]

All - carbon

Metal catalysts �

Synthesis
Routes

Hybrid systems

Ceramic catalysts �

Introduction �

The drawbacks of catalysts:
• Contamination can affect intrinsic properties �
• Catalyst material can diffuse in devices
– alter characteristics or even failure
• Environmental concerns (e.g. Ni is highly toxic) �

Catalyst-free growth of MWCNT �
(c-f MWCNT) �

C-f MWCNT �
Self-assembly of CNT over gold �
Early growth
• Initially surface covering of
(metastable) C
• No Au NPs involved

Metastable carbon layer

Nucleation cap

J-H Lin et al., Nanoscale 2 (2010) 2835

C-f MWCNT �
Self-assembly of CNT over graphite �
before

after CVD

untreated

treated � (oxidation in air)
(laser ablation)

treated � (acid exposure, HNO3)

J-H Lin et al., Chem. Mater. 23 (2010) 1637 �

C-f MWCNT �
Self-assembly of CNT over graphite �

Acid titration (Boehm method) for the determination of
functional groups present after oxygen and acid treatment.
(bdl = below detection limits)

• Carbon nanotube growth from treated
graphite (thermal CVD)
• NO catalyst particles
• Self-assembly
• ... Oxygen rich groups? �
J-H Lin et al., Chem. Mater. 23 (2010) 1637 �

C-f MWCNT �
…exploring the role of oxygen
Anthracene

300 nm

M. Bystrzejewski et al., Rapid Res. Lett. 3 (2009) 193 �

C-f MWCNT �
…exploring the role of oxygen �

Í

+

Anthracene

Boron-Oxide

Í

+

Phenylboronic acid

Water

M. Bystrzejewski et al., Rapid Res. Lett. 3 (2009) 193 �

C-f MWCNT �
One step boron doping �

EFTEM – core remains magnesia borate

EELS – Boron doped sp2 carbon �

M. Bystrzejewski et al., Rapid Res. Lett. 3 (2009) 193 �

C-f SWCNT �
Fullerene based nucleation and role of oxygen �

...again oxygen �

50 µm

50 µm

I. Ibrahim et al., ACS Nano 3 (2009) 193 �

C-f SWCNT �
Fullerene based nucleation and role of oxygen �
• XPS show oxygen
functional groups aid
growth
• Solvent: role in dispersion �
(cluster formation is good) �

I. Ibrahim et al., ACS Nano 3 (2009) 193

Catalyst-free growth of Graphene �
(C-f Graphene) �

C-f Graphene �
Electrical currents as a route to Graphene �

@C on graphene

graphitisation

graphene on graphene �

• Probably a thermally driven process
• Sublimation appears limited
• The technique can heal holes/vacancies �

Barreiro et al., Scientific Reports, 3:1115 (2012) 1 �

C-f Graphene �
Electrical currents as a route to Graphene �

• MD simulations indicate
thermally driven crystallisation
(1800 K)
• van der Waals interactions aid
planar graphene formation

Barreiro et al., Scientific Reports, 3:1115 (2012) 1 �

C-f Graphene �
Electrical beams as a route to Graphene
graphitized Carbon �

amorphous Carbon
Electron beam �
(80 kV) �

Carbon onions �

Irradiated @ C
Pristine @ C
Reference

Börrnert et al, Adv. Mater. 24 (2012) 5630 �

C-f Graphene �
Electrical beams as a route to Graphene
Irradiation region

• Planar graphene formation
Börrnert et al, Adv. Mater. 24 (2012) 5630

C-f Graphene �
Electrical beams as a route to Graphene
@C deposition

h-BN

irradiation

h-BN + @C

h-BN + Graphite

irradiation

• van der Waals forces drive planar graphitisation �
Börrnert et al, Adv. Mater. 24 (2012) 5630 �

Conclusions �
• A variety of routes for the catalyst fabrication of carbon nanotubes
and graphene have been demonstrated.
• Two different growth kinetics can be argued:
• Carbon atom insertion/addition through dynamic
(intermediary) functional group rearrangement - Oxygen
groups, others? Sulfur?)
• Dynamic carbon atom rearrangement (through elevated
temperatures or electron beam induced process)
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